
Securing Publish-Subscribe Overlay Services with EventGuard

Abstract.
A publish-subscribe overlay service is a wide-area com-

munication infrastructure that enables information dissemina-
tion across geographically scattered and potentially unlimited
number of publishers and subscribers. A wide-area publish-
subscribe (pub-sub) system is often implemented as a collec-
tion of spatially disparate nodes communicating on top of a
peer to peer overlay network. Such a model presents many
inherent benefits such as scalability and performance, as well
as potential challenges such as: (i) confidentiality & integrity,
(ii) authentication, and (iii) denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. In
this paper we present EventGuard for securing pub-sub over-
lay services. EventGuard comprises of two components. The
first component is a suite of security guards that can be seam-
lessly plugged-into a content-based pub-sub system. The sec-
ond component is a resilient pub-sub network design that is
capable of scalable routing, handling message dropping-based
DoS attacks and node failures. EventGuard mechanisms aim
at providing security guarantees while maintaining the sys-
tem’s overall simplicity, scalability and performance metrics.
We present an implementation which shows that EventGuard
is easily stackable on any content-based pub-sub core. Finally,
our experimental results show that EventGuard can secure a
pub-sub system with minimal performance penalty.

1 Introduction
Emerging number Internet applications require informa-
tion dissemination across different organizational bound-
aries, heterogeneous platforms, and a large, dynamic pop-
ulation of publishers and subscribers. A publish-subscribe
overlay service is a wide-area communication infrastruc-
ture that enables information dissemination across geo-
graphically scattered and potentially unlimited number
of publishers and subscribers [5]. A wide-area publish-
subscribe (pub-sub) system is often implemented as a
collection of spatially disparate nodes communicating on
top of a peer to peer overlay network [5]. In such an en-
vironment, publishers publish information in the form of
events and subscribers have the ability to express their
interests in an event or a pattern of events by sending
subscriptions to the pub-sub overlay network. The pub-
sub overlay network uses content-based routing schemes
to dynamically match each publication against all active
subscriptions, and notifies the subscribers of an event if
and only if the event matches their registered interest.

An important characteristic of pub-sub overlay services

is the decoupling of publishers and subscribers combined
with content-based routing protocols, enabling a many-
to-many communication model. Such a model presents
many inherent benefits as well as potential risks. On one
hand, offloading the information dissemination task to the
pub-sub network not only improves the scalability and
the effectiveness of the pub-sub system, but also permits
dynamic and fine-grained subscriptions.

On the other hand, many security concerns exist in
such an environment regarding authenticity, confidential-
ity, integrity and availability. For example, how can we
guarantee that only the genuine publications are delivered
to the subscribers (publication authenticity) and only the
subscribers who subscribe (e.g., have paid) to the service
will receive publications matching their interest (subscrip-
tion authentication)? How do we prevent unauthorized
modifications of pub-sub messages (publication and sub-
scription integrity)? How do we perform content-based
routing without the publishers trusting the pub-sub net-
work (publication confidentiality)? Can subscribers re-
ceive publications without revealing their subscriptions to
the pub-sub network (subscription confidentiality)? And
how do we defend the pub-sub services from publica-
tion spamming and flooding attacks, selective and ran-
dom message dropping attacks, and other Denial of Ser-
vice (DoS) attacks?

Most of the existing research on pub-sub systems have
been largely dedicated to the performance and scalabil-
ity of pub-sub networks, as well as, the expressiveness
of subscription models [5, 3, 7]. Only recently, a few
researchers have studied specific security requirements
of pub-sub networks [23], pointing out attacks threaten-
ing message integrity (unauthorized writes) and authen-
ticity (fake origins) in addition to message confidentiality
(unauthorized reads). Unfortunately, most of the existing
secure event distribution protocols focus only on content
confidentiality [17, 14]. Very few have devoted to devel-
oping a coherent security framework that can guard the
pub-sub system from multiple security problems inher-
ent in them.

In this paper, we present EventGuard − a dependable
framework and a set of defense mechanisms for securing
a pub-sub overlay service. EventGuard comprises of two
components. The first component is a suite of security
guards that can be seamlessly plugged-into a wide-area
content-based pub-sub system. The second component
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Figure 1: Basic Pub-Sub System

is a resilient pub-sub network design that is capable of
secure and yet scalable message routing, countering mes-
sage dropping-based DoS attacks and node failures. We
also present a prototype implementation of EventGuard
on top of Siena [5] to show that EventGuard is easily
stackable on any content-based pub-sub core. Our exper-
imental results show that EventGuard can secure a pub-
sub overlay service with minimal performance penalty.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Reference Pub-Sub Model

This section presents our reference pub-sub model that is
very similar to that used in a content-based pub-sub sys-
tem like Siena [5]. A pub-sub system implements five
important primitives: subscribe, advertise, publish, un-
subscribe and unadvertise. Subscribers specify the events
in which they are interested using subscribe. Publishers
advertise the type of events they would publish using ad-
vertise. Publishers publish events via publish. A sub-
scription remains in effect until it is canceled by a call to
unsubscribe. An advertisement remains in effect until it
is canceled by an unadvertise.

Consider the stock quote dissemination where an ex-
ample event consists of the following attributes: e = 〈〈
exchange, NYSE〉, 〈symbol, IBM〉, 〈price, 122〉,
〈volume, 2500〉〉. An example subscription could con-
sist of the following constraints: f = 〈〈symbol, EQ,
IBM〉, 〈exchange, EQ, NYSE〉, 〈price, GT , 100〉〉,
where EQ denotes the equality operator and GT denotes
the greater than operator.

As illustrated in Figure 1, in a wide-area pub-sub sys-
tem, publishers and subscribers are usually outside the
pub-sub network. Typically, we have a relatively small
set of known and trusted publishers and a much larger
set of subscribers. A natural choice for the topology of
a pub-sub network is a hierarchical topology (see Fig-
ure 1). When a node n receives a subscription request
subscribe(m, f) from node m, it registers filter f with

the identity of node m. If filter f is not covered by any
previously subscribed filters at node n then node n for-
wards subscribe(n, f) to its parent node.

Effectively, for every publisher, a pub-sub dissemina-
tion tree is constructed with the publisher as the root, the
subscribers as the leaves and the pub-sub routing nodes
as the intermediate nodes of the tree. The publications,
advertisements and unadvertisements flow from the root
(publisher) to the leaves (subscribers) of the tree. Sim-
ilarly, subscriptions and unsubscriptions are propagated
from the leaves to the root of the tree. Note that a node
n in the pub-sub network may belong to one or more dis-
semination trees. When a node n receives a publication
publish(e) for an event e, it uses the pub-sub dissemina-
tion tree to identify all active subscriptions whose filters
{f1, f2, · · · , fp} are matched by the event e. Then, node
n forwards event e only to those children nodes {x1, x2,
· · · , xq} that have subscribed for some filter fi (1 ≤ i ≤
p).

2.2 Threat Model

The pub-sub overlay service model comprises of three
entities: publishers, subscribers and routing nodes. In
this section, we present our threat model and the trust
assumptions that EventGuard makes on all these entities.
Publishers. EventGuard assumes that authorized pub-
lishers are honest and publish only valid events. One
could build a feedback mechanism wherein the subscribers
rank the publishers periodically [22, 24]. Over a period
of time, subscribers would subscribe only to high qual-
ity publishers and the low quality publishers would even-
tually run out of business. However, unauthorized pub-
lishers may masquerade as an authorized publishers and
spam or flood the network and consequently the subscribers,
with incorrect or duplicate publications, advertisements
or unadvertisements.
Subscribers. EventGuard assumes that authorized sub-
scribers are semi-honest. Concretely, we assume that an
authorized subscriber does not reveal publications to other
unauthorized subscribers (otherwise, this would be equiv-
alent to solving the digital copyrights problem). How-
ever, unauthorized subscribers may be curious to obtain
information about publications to which they have not
subscribed. Also, subscribers may attempt to spam or
flood the pub-sub network with duplicate or fake sub-
scriptions and unsubscriptions.
Routing nodes. EventGuard assumes that the nodes on
the pub-sub network may be untrusted. However, we also
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assume that a significant fraction of the pub-sub nodes are
non-malicious so as to ensure that the pub-sub network is
alive. A pub-sub network is alive if it can route messages
and maintaining its connectivity despite the presence of
malicious nodes. Malicious nodes may eavesdrop or cor-
rupt pub-sub messages routed through them. Malicious
nodes may also attempt to selectively or randomly drop
pub-sub messages. Further, malicious nodes may attempt
to spam or flood other nodes and subscribers.

Finally, EventGuard assumes that the underlying IP-
network may not guarantee confidentiality, integrity or
authenticity. However, we assume that the underlying
domain name service (DNS), the network routers, and
the related networking infrastructure is secure, and hence
cannot be subverted by an adversary.

Pub-sub systems typically support two levels of event
matching – topic-based and content-based. In a topic-
based matching scheme [1], every event is marked with a
topic and all filters use only the equality operator (EQ).
Content-based matching schemes [5, 2, 3] are layered on
top of topic-based matching scheme and they allow more
sophisticated event matching and filtering, e.g., 〈stock
price, GT , 100〉. Due to space constraints, in this paper
we describe EventGuard mechanisms in the context of a
topic-based pub-sub system. Interested readers may refer
to [21] for a description of EventGuard techniques for
handling complex event filtering conditions on numeric
attributes and subject (concept) hierarchies.

3 EventGuard Overview
3.1 Design Goals

EventGuard has fundamentally two sets of design goals:
security goals and performance goals.

Authentication. In a pub-sub system a publication (and
advertisement, unadvertisement) is sent from a publisher
(sender) to a subscriber (receiver) through the pub-sub
network (channel). It is important to make sure that all
publications (and advertisements, unadvertisements) are
authentic in order to avoid spoofed publications. On the
other hand, subscriber authenticity is important when the
application requires that subscribers should receive only
the publications to which they are authorized (paid) to
access. In addition, sender authentication within the pub-
sub network is critical when pub-sub nodes are compro-
mised. A compromised node can insert bogus messages,
and route messages to arbitrary destinations.

Confidentiality and Integrity. Confidentiality and in-

tegrity of a message sent by a publisher (sender) to a sub-
scriber (receiver) is defined with respect to the pub-sub
nodes (channel). We require that the pub-sub network
nodes or any observer of the pub-sub network should nei-
ther be able to gain knowledge about the messages routed
through them nor corrupt them in an undetectable man-
ner. Concretely, we need to guarantee three types of con-
fidentiality and integrity.

First, we need publication confidentiality to ensure only
authorized subscribers can read an event. We also need
publication integrity to protect publications from unau-
thorized modifications.

Second, subscribers may wish to keep their subscrip-
tions private. Concretely, the subscriber would like the
pub-sub network to evaluate subscription filter f(pbl) with
respect to the publication pbl without revealing f to the
pub-sub nodes. Further, we need subscription integrity to
safeguard subscriptions from unauthorized modification
when routing them through the pub-sub overlay.

Third, we need the pub-sub network to perform content-
based routing without requiring the publishers and the
subscribers to trust the network with the content. Con-
tent confidentiality is especially important when content
being published contains sensitive information, which the
publishers and the subscribers may wish to keep a secret
from the pub-sub nodes. Content integrity prevents mes-
sages in transit from unauthorized modification by pub-
sub nodes.
Availability. EventGuard refers availability to the re-
silience of the pub-sub system against Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks. There are three major types of DoS at-
tacks possible on pub-sub systems: (i) flooding based
attacks attempt to flood the pub-sub system with large
amount of bogus and duplicate messages, (ii) fake unsub-
scribe (and unadvertise) attack attempts to send spurious
unsubscribe (and unadvertise) requests; for example, if a
node x′ (6= x) sends unsubscribe(x, f) to node x’s par-
ent then it would deny x of all events e that is covered
by filter f , and (iii) selective or random dropping attack
attempts to drop messages either selectively (say, based
on the publication’s topic) or randomly.

In addition to the security goals, EventGuard has two
important performance related goals.
Performance and Scalability. We require the Event-
Guard mechanisms to scale with the number of nodes in
the network. In addition, EventGuard should add mini-
mal performance overhead to a pub-sub system.
Ease of Use and Simplicity. We require that EventGuard
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Figure 2: EventGuard Architecture

mechanisms be simple and easy to deploy, operate and
administer.

3.2 System Architecture

EventGuard is designed to be completely modular and
operates entirely above a content-based pub-sub core. Fig-
ure 2 shows EventGuard’s architecture. EventGuard com-
prises of three components. The first component is a suite
of security guards that guard the pub-sub system from
various security threats discussed in Section 2.2. The sec-
ond component is a resilient pub-sub network that is ca-
pable of handling node failures and selective & random
dropping-based DoS attacks. The third component is a
light-weight trusted meta-service (MS) to provide sub-
scription and advertisement services to a pub-sub system.
Security Guards. EventGuard takes a unified approach
to secure a pub-sub network. Each security guard secures
one pub-sub operation against all potential attacks. Con-
cretely, EventGuard comprises of six guards, securing
six critical pub-sub operations: subscribe guard, adver-
tise guard, publish guard, unsubscribe guard, unadvertise
guard and routing guard. These guards are built on top
of three important building blocks: token, key and signa-
ture. We use tokens as pseudo-names for topics to mit-
igate selective dropping attacks at the pub-sub network
level. We protect the confidentiality and integrity of pub-
lications from pub-sub nodes and from unauthorized sub-
scribers using cryptographic keys. We protect the pub-
sub service from spam, flooding based DoS attacks and
spoofed messages using signatures. We describe the three
basic building blocks in Section 4.1 and discuss how to
design security guards using these building blocks in the
rest of Section 4.
Resilient pub-sub network. EventGuard achieves re-
silience to message dropping based attacks by construct-
ing a network topology that is richer than the popular
tree-based event dissemination topology [19]. We im-

prove the resilience of the pub-sub network by modify-
ing the tree structure to incorporate multiple independent
paths [20] from a publisher to its subscribers.
Trusted Meta-Service. EventGuard relies on a thin trusted
meta-service (MS) to create tokens and keys for con-
trolling confidentiality of topics and publications. It also
creates signatures for authenticating subscribers and pub-
lishers and guarding the pub-sub service from flooding-
based DoS attacks. Four of the five types of pub-sub mes-
sages, subscribe, unsubscribe, advertise, unadvertised, re-
quire MS to generate tokens, keys and signatures. How-
ever, the most common operations, publish and routing,
do not require the direct support from MS. We design the
MS with the following three objectives in mind. First,
we aim at minimizing the amount of work assigned to the
MS. Keeping the MS simple enables one to ensure that
the MS is relatively bug-free and is thus well-protected
from malicious nodes. Second, we would like to limit
the number of secrets maintained by the MS to at most
one small key. Having to maintain only a few small keys
secret enables the MS’s administrator to afford physi-
cal security for those keys in the form of, say a smart
card. Third, it should be possible to easily replicate MS;
the MS replicas should be able to function independently
without having to interact with one another. This enables
meta-services to be created and destroyed on demand to
handle varying load.

The other potential benefits of supporting a light-weight
MS in the pub-sub systems are accounting and audit ca-
pabilities. For instance, the pub-sub system may want
to impose a cost model on the pub-sub system to ensure
that subscribers pay the system for their subscriptions and
publishers pay the system for their advertisements. Ac-
counting and pricing can be a valuable means to reduce
spam in wide-area distributed systems, for e.g., many au-
thors have proposed to condone email spam by associ-
ating a cost with every email [6]. Furthermore, one can
also provide auditing capability at the MS to resolve any
accounting or pricing related issues regarding subscribers
and publishers.

4 EventGuard: Security Guards
In this section we first introduce the three building blocks
used by EventGuard: tokens, keys and signatures. Then
we describe how EventGuard uses these primitives to de-
velop six safeguards for securing the six important pub-
sub operations: subscribe, advertise, publish, unsubscribe,
unadvertise and routing.
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4.1 Tokens, Keys and Signatures

The first building block is the concept of per-topic to-
ken. In EventGuard, publishers can publish and adver-
tise events in terms of topics. We create a token for each
topic. Tokens are essential for protecting messages (e.g.,
subscriptions) from selective dropping DoS attack. Con-
cretely, by introducing tokens, nodes in the pub-sub net-
work are not aware of the topic names; instead they match
and route events on the pub-sub network based on to-
kens until the events ultimately reach the appropriate sub-
scribers.

Token is a pseudonym for a topic name. There is a one-
to-one mapping between a topic name w and it’s token
T (w). However, given a token T (w) it is computation-
ally infeasible to guess the topic name w. A subscriber
subscribes for a topic w by subscribing for its token with
filter f(w) = 〈topic, EQ, T (w)〉, where topic is the
attribute name for topic, EQ denotes the equality oper-
ator, and T (w) denotes the token corresponding to the
topic w.

The second building block is the concept of per-topic
key. In an EventGuard powered pub-sub system, keys are
fundamental for achieving confidentiality and integrity.
By encrypting message content with a secret encryption
key, we can prevent contents of publications from unau-
thorized reads and writes.

Every topic w in the pub-sub system has an associated
key K(w). The MS is responsible for providing K(w)
to a subscriber when the subscriber subscribes for topic
w and to publishers when they advertise for topic w. The
encryption key K(w) enables the publisher to encrypt
events that belong to topic w. Now only a legal subscriber
to topic w would be able to decrypt the message. The
publication of content pbl under a topic w would be con-
structed as e = 〈α1, α2〉, where α1 = 〈topic, T (w)〉 and
α2 = 〈content, EK(w)(pbl)〉, where content denotes
the attribute name for the published message. Note that
EK(pbl) denotes the encryption of pbl with encryption
key K and some symmetric key encryption algorithm E

(e.g., DES [9] or AES [13]). The nodes in the pub-sub
system are not aware of keys; they would still be able to
route an event based on its token.

The third building block in EventGuard is the con-
cept of signature. Signatures play a fundamental role in
achieving message authentication and protecting the pub-
sub services from flooding-based DoS attacks. Event-
Guard uses a probabilistic signature algorithm for achiev-
ing authenticity. A signature scheme is probabilistic if

there are many possible valid signatures for each message
and the verification algorithm accepts any of the valid
signatures as authentic. In the first prototype of Event-
Guard, we use ElGamal [8] as the probabilistic signature
algorithm.

A signature on any message M using ElGamal yields a
tuple 〈r, s〉. The r-component of the signature is guaran-
teed to be unique (with high probability). Further, if the
same message M is signed twice by the same entity x,
we get two different, but valid ElGamal signatures of M .
All messages originating at entity x are signed using its
private key rk(x); and all its signatures are verified using
its corresponding public key pk(x). Subscriptions, un-
subscriptions, advertisements and unadvertisements are
signed by the MS, while publications are signed by its
publisher. This ensures that malicious nodes cannot flood
the pub-sub network with bogus publications or phony
subscriptions.

There are at least two alternative approaches to sig-
natures. One apparent alternative is to use keyed mes-
sage authentication codes (MACs). Shared MAC keys
between a publisher and a subscriber allow the subscriber
to authenticate all publications it receives. However, there
is a dilemma with this approach. On one hand, we cannot
afford to give away MAC keys to pub-sub network nodes
since a malicious node may use this key to flood mes-
sages on the pub-sub network. On the other hand, without
these MAC keys, nodes on the pub-sub network would
neither verify the authenticity of messages nor control
flooding based DoS attacks.

The second alternative to signatures is to use a Byzan-
tine fault-tolerant (BFT) information dissemination pro-
tocol [11]. Let m denote an upper bound on the number
of malicious nodes in the pub-sub network. The publisher
initiates a publication message M by sending it to 2m+1
seed nodes. Any non-seed node u would consider the
message M authentic if and only if it received m+1 iden-
tical copies of the message M from m + 1 distinct nodes
in the system. Note that if m + 1 copies of a message
are identical then at least one of the copy is guaranteed to
have originated from a non-malicious node. Node u con-
tinues propagating the message M (usually by broadcast)
until all subscribers receive the message M . An obvious
advantage of BFT techniques is that it does not pay the
overhead of using a PKI based signature. On the flip side
however, BFT techniques incur much higher communi-
cation cost. This makes BFT techniques suitable only for
environments that inherently support broadcast commu-
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nication (e.g., local area networks). For wide-area Inter-
net applications like pub-sub systems it is important to
keep the communication cost very low.

We have introduced tokens, keys and signatures as fun-
damental building blocks of EventGuard. The next chal-
lenge is to design and construct the six concrete safe-
guards for the following six essential operations: sub-
scribe, advertise, publish, unsubscribe, unadvertise and
routing.

4.2 Subscribe Guard

Subscribe guard is designed for achieving subscription
authentication, subscription confidentiality & integrity, and
preventing DoS attacks based on spurious subscriptions.
When a subscriber S wishes to subscribe for a topic w,
it sends a request to a MS. At this point, the MS may
act as the authority for implementing a cost model for the
pub-sub system and collect a subscription fee for every
subscription; the subscription fee may be dependent on
the topic w. Let φ′(w) be the original subscription filter
for topic w, sb(w) denote the subscription permit issued
by MS for the subscription φ′(w), and φ(w) denote the
transformed subscription message used by the subscriber
S in EventGuard.

φ′(w) = 〈topic, EQ, w〉

sb(w) = 〈K(w), T (w), sigS
MS(T (w)), UST S(w)〉

φ(w) = 〈topic, EQ, T (w)〉,

〈sig, ANY, sigS
MS(T (w))〉

A constraint φ = 〈nameφ, ANY , valueφ〉 covers an at-
tribute α = 〈nameα, valueα〉 if nameφ equals nameα.
The values valueφ and valueα are ignored by Siena, but
are used by EventGuard to embed signatures in messages.

The MS sends a subscription permit sb(w) to the sub-
scriber S. The key K(w) for topic w is derived as K(w)
= KHrk(MS)(w), where rk(MS) denotes the MS’s pri-
vate key and KHK(w) denotes a keyed hash of string
w using a keyed-pseudo random function KH (approx-
imated by HMAC-MD5 [10]) and a secret key K. The
token T (w) for topic w is derived as T (w) = H(K(w)),
where H(x) denotes a hash of string x using a one-way
pseudo-random function H (approximated by MD5 [12]
or SHA1 [18]). UST S(w) is an unsubscribe token given
to the subscriber to enable safe unsubscription (discussed
later under unsubscribe guard). Observe that if any two
subscribers subscribe for topic w, they get the same en-
cryption key K(w) and the same token T (w).

The signature sigS
MS(T (w)) = 〈r, s〉 is an ElGamal

signature by the MS on the token T (w) in the subscrip-
tion permit sb(w) provided to subscriber S. Since the r-
component of the signature is always unique, we use the
r-component of this signature as the subscription iden-
tifier (sbId). This signature serves us three purposes.
First, it enables nodes in the pub-sub network to check
the validity of a subscription. Second, we use the sub-
scription identifier (the r-component of the signature) to
detect duplicate subscription based flooding attack. Note
that even if two subscribers S and S ′ subscribe for the
same topic w, sigS

MS(T (w)) 6= sigS′

MS(T (w)) (discussed
later under routing guard). Third, it is used to construct
the unsubscribe token UST S(w) = KHrk(MS)(r) where
r denotes the r-component of the MS’s signature. We
use UST S(w) to prevent DoS attacks based on fake un-
subscription (discussed later under unsubscribe guard).

Upon receiving a subscription permit sb(w) from the
MS, subscriber S transforms its original subscription fil-
ter φ′(w) to an EventGuard subscription filter φ(w). The
subscriber S could then submit φ(w) to the pub-sub net-
work. Consequently, any publication that includes the to-
ken T (w) is routed to S. Note that pub-sub nodes cannot
perform unauthorized reads or writes on a subscription
message, thus guaranteeing subscription confidentiality
and integrity.

4.3 Advertise Guard

Advertise guard is designed for achieving advertisement
authentication, advertisement confidentiality & integrity,
and preventing DoS attacks based on bogus advertise-
ment. When a publisher P wishes to publish events under
topic w, it sends a request to the MS. At this point the
MS may charge a publication fee to the publisher that is
some arbitrary function of the topic w. Let φ′(w) be the
original advertisement filter for topic w, ad(w) denote
the advertisement permit given by the MS to the pub-
lisher P and φ(w) denote the transformed advertisement.

φ′(w) = 〈publisher, EQ, P 〉, 〈topic, EQ, w〉

ad(w) = 〈K(w), T (w), sigP
MS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ pk(P )),

UATP (w)〉

φ(w) = 〈publisher, EQ, P 〉, 〈pk, EQ, pk(P )〉,

〈topic, EQ, T (w)〉,

〈sig, ANY, sigP
MS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ pk(P ))〉

The key K(w), and the token T (w) are computed in the
same manner as that for subscriptions. The special to-
ken UATP (w) is used to prevent fake unadvertisement
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based DoS attack (discussed in unadvertise). The pub-
lisher then constructs the advertisement filter φ(w) and
propagates it to the pub-sub network. Note that the sig-
nature sigP

MS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ pk(P )) ties the publisher’s
name (P ) to its public-key (pk(P )). The public-key pk(P )
is essential for the pub-sub nodes and the subscribers to
verify the authenticity of publications.

4.4 Publish Guard

Publish guard is designed to safeguard the publication
from publication confidentiality & integrity, publication
authenticity, and DoS attacks based on bogus publica-
tions. Suppose a publisher P wishes to publish a pub-
lication pbl under topics w1, w2, · · · , wm. The content
pbl could be any arbitrary sequence of bytes including
text, multimedia, and so on. For each topic wi, the pub-
lisher uses the topic’s token T (wi) and its encryption key
K(wi) provided by the MS during advertisement (see
advertise guard). A publication event e is constructed as
follows. Let e′ denote the original publication message,
e denote a legal event publication transformed from e′

using tokens and content encryption of publication mes-
sages.

e′ = 〈〈publisher, P 〉, 〈content, pbl〉,

〈topic, w1〉, · · · , 〈topic, wm〉〉

e = 〈〈publisher, P 〉, 〈content, EKr
(pbl)〉,

〈topic, T (w1)〉, 〈T (w1), EK(w1)(Kr)〉, · · · ,

〈topic, T (wm)〉, 〈T (wm), EK(wm)(Kr)〉〉

The key Kr is a random encryption key generated each
time a publisher needs to publish an event. P sends the
event e along with its signature, namely, sigP (e). Ob-
serve that any subscriber for topic wi possesses the key
K(wi). An authorized subscriber uses the key K(wi) to
decrypt the random key Kr, and uses the random key Kr

to decrypt the publication pbl.
Note that a publisher uses an ElGamal signature to

sign its publications. The first component of the sig-
nature is used as the publication identifier (pbId). The
signature serves two purposes. First, it enables nodes in
the pub-sub network to check the validity of a publica-
tion. Second, we use the publication identifier (the r-
component of the signature) to detect and condone a DoS
attack based on publication flooding (discussed later un-
der routing guard).

4.5 Unsubscribe Guard

Unsubscribe guard is designed to prevent unauthorized
unsubscribe messages, flooding of unsubscribe messages.
When a subscriber S wishes to unsubscribe from a topic
w, S sends 〈T (w), sigS

MS(T (w)), UST S(w)〉 to the MS.
Note that S received the signature sigS

MS(T (w)) and the
unsubscribe token UST S(w) when it subscribed for topic
w. The MS checks if sigS

MS(T (w)) is a valid signature
on T (w). The MS uses the special token UST S(w) to
ensure protection from DoS attacks based on fake unsub-
scription. The MS checks if UST S(w) is indeed equal
to KHrk(MS)(sbId), where sbId denotes the subscrip-
tion identifier, namely, the r-component of the signature
sigS

MS(T (w)). Note that the subscriber S is never re-
quired to reveal the special token UST S(w) to the pub-
sub network. Hence, no malicious node in the pub-sub
network would be able to fake an unsubscribe request.
Moreover, the use of UST S(w) prevents some subscriber
S′ (6= S) who has subscribed for topic w (and thus pos-
sesses signature sigS′

MS(T (w)), token T (w) and key K(w))
from unsubscribing subscriber S from topic w. We use
φ′(w) to denote the original unsubscription message, usb(w)
to denote an unsubscription permit given by the MS and
φ(w) to denote the transformed unsubscription request.

φ′(w) = 〈topic, EQ, w〉

usb(w) = 〈sigMS(T (w) ‖ sbId)〉

φ(w) = 〈topic, EQ, T (w)〉, 〈sbId, ANY, sbId〉

〈sig, ANY, sigMS(T (w) ‖ sbId)〉

Note that the signature sigMS(T (w) ‖ sbId) includes
the token T (w) and the original subscription’s identifier
sbId. Subscriber S would unsubscribe from topic w by
sending φ(w) to the pub-sub network. Nodes in the net-
work use the MS’s signature to check the validity of
an unsubscription request, delete the subscription corre-
sponding to sbId and use the unsubscription identifier
usbId (the r component of signature sigMS(T (w) ‖ sbId))
to detect unsubscription flooding based DoS attacks.

4.6 Unadvertise Guard

Unadvertise guard is designed to prevent unauthorized
unadvertise messages, and flooding of unadvertise mes-
sages. When a publisher P wishes to unadvertise for a
topic w, P sends 〈T (w), sigP

MS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ adId),
UATP (w)〉 to the MS. Similar to those illustrated in un-
subscribe guard, the unadvertise token UAT P (w) is used
to prevent fake unadvertise based DoS attack. Let φ′(w)
denote the original unadvertisement message for topic w,
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Figure 3: Handling Flooding based DoS attacks in
EventGuard

uad(w) denote the unadvertisement permit given by MS

and φ(w) denote the transformed advertisement request.

φ′(w) = 〈publisher, EQ, P 〉, 〈topic, EQ, w〉

uad(w) = 〈sigMS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ adId)〉

φ(w) = 〈publisher, EQ, P 〉, 〈topic, EQ, T (w)〉,

〈adId, ANY, adId〉,

〈sig, ANY, sigMS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ adId)〉

The publisher P uses the signature sigMS(T (w) ‖ P ‖
adId) included in the unadvertisement permit uad(w) to
create an unadvertise request and submit it to the pub-sub
overlay network. Nodes in the network use the MS’s sig-
nature to check the validity of an unadvertisement, delete
the advertisement corresponding to adId and use the un-
subscription identifier uadId (the r component of signa-
ture sigMS(T (w) ‖ P ‖ adId)) to detect unadvertisement
flooding based DoS attacks.

4.7 Routing Guard

The pub-sub network nodes route messages based on to-
kens. Besides performing the functionality of a regular
pub-sub node, we require the nodes to perform additional
checks to ensure safety from DoS attacks.

EventGuard requires nodes on the pub-sub network to
check for authentic signatures and detect duplicate mes-
sages. With the guarantee of sender authenticity and the
prevention of duplicate messages, no flooding attack could
propagate beyond one non-malicious node. Figure 3 il-
lustrates this point. In Figure 3, a malicious node B1
attempts a flooding based DoS attack on0 all its neighbor
nodes. Observe that no invalid message (incorrect sig-
natures) and no duplicate message from node B1 would
propagate beyond the non-malicious nodes G1, G2, G3
and G4. More importantly, none of the nodes marked
X would be hit by this DoS attack. Thus, by deploying
routing guards in the pub-sub network, EventGuard can
effectively isolate the effect of flooding attacks.

We implement the routing guard in three steps. First,
we require a node to maintain the identifiers seen in the
last max delay time units. Second, we augment each

EventGuard message with a timestamp that is signed by
the MS (for advertisement, subscription, unadvertisement
and unsubscription) or signed by the publisher (for a pub-
lication). Third, a non-malicious node blocks any mes-
sage if the condition |ct−ts| > max delay is met, where
ct is the current time, ts is the timestamp on a message,
and max delay is a system defined parameter or the sig-
nature check fails.

4.8 Rekeying

Per-topic encryption keys (authorization keys) are like
capabilities issued to authorized subscribers. Hence, when
a subscriber unsubscribes, the per-topic encryption key
needs to be changed and the new key has to be communi-
cated to all other authorized subscribers. We observe that
changing the per topic encryption key on every unsub-
scription can be very expensive. As a result, EventGuard
resorts to periodic rekeying.

We periodically change all per-topic encryption keys
by changing rk(MS). More specifically, we divide time
into epochs of epoch time units (say, one month). All
subscriptions and advertisements need to be renewed at
the beginning of every time epoch. We number epochs
with consecutive integers starting from epoch number 0.
The secret key used by the MS in the T th epoch is de-
rived from the primary secret key rk(MS) as rk(MS, T )
= KHrk(MS)(T ). The MS uses rk(MS, T ) to replace
rk(MS) during the T th epoch for generating authoriza-
tion keys. Hence, if a subscriber S unsubscribes for topic
w in epoch T , it would still be able to read the contents
of publications under topic w till the end of epoch T (but
not after epoch T ) by sniffing the pub-sub network.

Note that rk(MS, T ) is used only for generating per-
topic encryption keys. The MS always uses the pri-
mary secret key rk(MS) for signing subscriptions, un-
subscriptions, advertisements and unadvertisements. Also,
all topic tokens, unsubscribe tokens and unadvertise to-
kens are derived using the primary secret key rk(MS).
Hence, tokens do not change across epochs. Therefore,
none of the subscription and advertisements disseminated
into the pub-sub network needs to be changed every epoch.
Our rekeying technique requires only the subscribers and
the publishers to obtain new per-topic encryption keys
from the MS every epoch. Additionally, periodic rekey-
ing facilitates the MS to bill the subscribers and the pub-
lishers for the next epoch.
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5 r−resilient Network Guard
The six security guards discussed so far can achieve mes-
sage authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, and protect
the pub-sub network from flooding-based DoS attacks.
In addition, per topic token helps to alleviate selective
message dropping attacks. However, they are incapable
of handling random message dropping attack. In this sec-
tion, we present techniques to restructure the pub-sub net-
work in way that can effectively handle random message
dropping based DoS attacks. We first define a r-resilient
pub-sub network as follows:

Definition r-resilient pub-sub network: A pub-sub net-
work is said to be r-resilient (0 < r < 1) if r ∗ 100% of
the messages are resilient to dropping attack.

There are two important design goals in constructing a r-
resilient pub-sub network: (i) the pub-sub network must
be resilient to message dropping attacks, and (ii) the com-
munication cost should be minimal. We first discuss two
network topologies that represent two extremities of the
spectrum and then describe the EventGuard solution. The
first network topology is a a−ary tree topology. The sec-
ond network topology mirrors the propagation scheme
used in Byzantine fault tolerant information dissemina-
tion [11]. The a−ary tree topology incurs minimum com-
munication cost but is not resilient to message dropping
attacks. Our analytical estimates show that the communi-
cation cost for the BFT dissemination algorithm is at least
20 times that of a a−ary tree dissemination algorithm.
Refer to Appendix A for details. However, one should
note that the BFT dissemination is completely resilient to
message dropping attacks and is unconditionally secure
(requires no digital signatures). In a wide-area network
with node-to-node latency in the order of 70ms [25], it
might be advisable to limit the communication cost while
tolerating a small amount of dropped messages.

In this section, we present the r−resilient network guard
in two steps. First, we study the resilience of a−ary trees
towards message dropping attacks. Second, we propose a
network guard that strikes a trade-off between resilience
to message dropping attacks and the communication cost.

5.1 Resilience to Message Dropping Attacks

A simple a−ary tree-based network is highly vulnerable
to a message dropping attack. A publication from the
publisher successfully reaches a subscriber only if all the
nodes on the routing path from the publisher to the sub-
scriber are non-malicious. Let p denotes the fraction of

Figure 4: Constructing Resilient Networks: Thick lines
represent links in the binary tree network and the dashed lines

represent additional links added to binary tree network to
make its ind = 2

nodes that are malicious and assume that malicious nodes
are randomly distributed on the network. The probabil-
ity that a publication reaches a subscriber is Pr(succ) =
(1 − p)h, where h = d loga NS denotes the height of the
tree and NS denotes the number of subscribers. Even
when p = 10%, with h = 5 we find that the proba-
bility that a publication is successful delivered is only
0.59. This implies that 10% malicious nodes are able
to harm about 41% of the subscribers. One way to in-
crease Pr(succ) is to increase a (consequently decrease
h). However, as a increases the load on the publisher
and the nodes on the pub-sub network increases, thereby
harming the scalability of the system (recall that each
node has a children nodes).

The key problem with the tree-based topology is that
there is only one independent path from a publisher to a
subscriber [20]. Informally, two paths Q1 and Q2 are in-
dependent if they share no node other than their source
and their destination node. If we have ind independent
paths between a publisher P and a subscriber S, then ind

malicious nodes (one per independent path) could com-
pletely block any communication between P and S. The
BFT propagation scheme uses m + 1 independent paths
to propagate the publication thereby ensuring that at least
one independent path is devoid of malicious nodes. Note
that using an arbitrary peer-to-peer topology for the pub-
sub network does not directly entail the existence of mul-
tiple independent paths [20].

5.2 Low Cost Resilient Networks

In this section, we modify a a−ary tree such that it has
ind independent paths while increasing the communica-
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tion cost by not more than a factor of ind (ind ≤ a).
For simplicity, we illustrate our technique by modifying
a binary tree network (a = 2) to yield a network with
ind = 2.

Figure 4 shows the key idea behind constructing a re-
silient event dissemination network G2. For any node n,
let parent(n) denote the parent of node n and sibling(n)
denote an immediate left or right sibling of node n. Event-
Guard’s resilient network adds one additional edge to ev-
ery subscriber and every node in the system. Concretely,
for every node n we add an additional edge from n to
sibling(parent(n)). We now claim that the resilient net-
work G2 has the following property.

Claim 5.1 The resilient network G2 has ind = 2 inde-
pendent paths from the publisher P to every subscriber
in the system.

We prove Claim 5.1 using Theorem 5.2 which explic-
itly constructs two independent paths from the publisher
(root) to any subscriber (leaf) on the resilient network.

Theorem 5.2 Let Q = 〈P , n1, n2, · · · , nd, S〉 denote
a path from the publisher P to some subscriber S in the
original tree based network. Then, Q1 = Q and Q2 = 〈P ,
sibling(n1), sibling(n2), · · · , sibling(nd), S〉 are two
independent paths from P to S in the resilient network.

For a detailed proof of Theorem 5.2 refer to Appendix B.
One can easily extend this network construction scheme
for any ind ≤ a. We can construct a resilient nework
Gind by connecting every node n to parent(n) and ind−
1 distinct siblings of parent(n) (these siblings indeed ex-
ist since ind ≤ a). The proofs for Claims 5.3 and 5.4
follow from Claim 5.1 and Theorem 5.2. Due to space
constraint, we have omitted them from this paper.

Claim 5.3 The resilient network Gind has ind indepen-
dent paths from the publisher P to every subscriber in the
system.

Claim 5.4 The resilient network Gind incurs ind times
the communication cost of G1.

As we increase ind, the communication cost increases by
a factor ind since each message is multicast along all ind

independent paths. However, we believe that ind = 2
would suffice for most practical pub-sub networks. Let p

denote the fraction of nodes that are malicious. The prob-
ability that publication reaches a subscriber is Pr(succ)

= 1 − (1 − (1 − p)h)ind. With p = 0.1 and ind = 2
we would require h ≤ 3.66 for Pr(succ) ≥ 0.9. For a
pub-sub network with each publisher having NS = 1000
subscribers as the upper bound, this would translate to
a = 7 (7-ary tree). On the other hand, achieving the same
level of resilience with ind = 1 would require h ≤ 1
and thus a = NS. Recall that as a increases, the load
on the publisher and the nodes on the pub-sub routing
path increases. This increase in load consequently affects
the system’s scalability. Ideally, we would like to keep a

as a small constant while providing acceptable resilience
to message dropping attacks on the pub-sub network. In
general, our technique can be employed to construct a r-
resilient network with Pr(succ) = r by carefully choos-
ing ind and a.

6 EventGuard Evaluation
We have implemented EventGuard on top of the Siena
pub-sub core [5]. We used a Java based implementation
of Siena [4] and added EventGuard extensions to it in the
form of an EventGuard package. No changes were made
as such to the Siena pub-sub core (e.g., the content-based
routing and event matching algorithms). For further de-
tails on EventGuard implementation refer to [21].
Cryptographic Primitives. Table 1 provides a quick ref-
erence of the cryptographic algorithms used by our im-
plementation of EventGuard. We use MD5 for the hash
function H , HMAC-MD5 for the keyed hash function
KH , 128bit AES encryption algorithm in cipher-block-
chaining mode (CBC) for E and 512bit ElGamal algo-
rithm for digital signatures.

We evaluate our EventGuard prototype in two steps.
We first present some micro-benchmarks to quantify the
overhead of EventGuard mechanisms. Then we present
macro-benchmarks to quantify the performance of the en-
tire system. We measure changes in throughput, latency
of the pub-sub network as an effect of EventGuard mech-
anisms. We also quantify the effect of EventGuard’s re-
silience to DoS attacks.

6.1 Micro-Benchmarks

In this section, we analytically estimate the amount of
computational and storage overhead due to EventGuard
on the pub-sub system. All our measurements were made
on a 900MHz Intel Pentium III running RedHat Linux 9.0
using Sun Java 1.5.0. Table 1 shows the amount of time
it takes for executing different cryptographic primitives
used by EventGuard. These times have been measured
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H MD5 2 MB/s-61 MB/s
KH HMAC-MD5 1.5 MB/s-49 MB/s
E AES-128-CBC 10 MB/s
sig ElGamal-512-sign 714 Sign/s
sig ElGamal-512-verify 588 Verify/s

Table 1: Computation Times for Cryptographic Primitives
used by EventGuard

using the new nanoTime method introduced in J2SE 1.5.0.
All reported values have been averaged over 1000 mea-
surements. Note that the computation time for hash com-
putation (MD5 and HMAC-MD5) depends on the block
size. For instance, MD5 hashes can be computed at 2
MB/s when the block size is small (16 Bytes) and about
61 MB/s when the block size is large (1024 Bytes).

We performed an analytical estimate on the compu-
tational time for all pub-sub operations: subscriptions,
advertisements, publications, unsubscriptions and unad-
vertisements. We analyzed the cost of these operations at
all four entities: a publisher, a subscriber, a pub-sub node,
and the MS. We also analyzed the messaging and storage
cost at these four entities. Tables 2, 3 and 4 summarizes
the results obtained in this section. For a detailed discus-
sion on EventGuard micro-benchmarks refer to [21].

6.2 Macro-Benchmarks

In this section, we present two sets of macro-benchmarks
for EventGuard. The first set of experiments is simulation
based. The second set of experiments is obtained from
our prototype implementation of EventGuard on Siena
pub-sub core.

6.2.1 Simulation based Experiments

In this section, we present performance results from sim-
ulation based experiments on EventGuard. First, we present
the improvements on message confidentiality & integrity
due to EventGuard. Second, we measure the throughput
of the system in the presence of malicious nodes. Third,
we show the average load on the MS, the publisher, the
subscriber and the nodes as we vary the subscription and
publication rate. Fourth, we demonstrate the resilience
of the pub-sub network architecture used in EventGuard
against message dropping-based DoS attacks.

Simulation Setup. We used GT-ITM [25] topology gen-
erator to generate an Internet topology consisting of 4K
nodes. We linked these nodes to form a binary tree based
hierarchical topology. The latencies for links were ob-
tained from the underlying Internet topology generated
by GT-ITM. The round trip times on these links varied
from 24ms to 184ms with mean 74ms and standard de-

viation 50ms. We simulated 32 publishers and NS=8K
subscribers. The subscribers were randomly connected to
one leaf node in the pub-sub network. We used discrete
event simulation [9] to simulate the pub-sub network. All
experimental results presented in this section were aver-
aged over 5 independent simulation runs. We simulated
128 topics, with the popularity of each topic varying ac-
cording to a Zipf-like distribution [15]. Each publisher
publishes on 16 topics (randomly picked from the set of
128 topics) and each subscriber subscribes for 4 topics.

Confidentiality and Integrity. Figure 5 shows the frac-
tion of messages that violate their confidentiality and in-
tegrity guarantees when in transit between a publisher
and its subscribers with different fractions of malicious
nodes (p) and different values of NS (number of sub-
scribers). We assume that a message looses its confiden-
tiality and integrity as soon as it transits one bad node in
the pub-sub network. Observe that when p is small, even
a small increase in p results in a heavy loss of message
confidentiality and integrity. Also, as NS increases, the
height of the binary tree network increases and so does
the probability that at least one bad node appears on a
path from a publisher to its subscribers. On the contrary,
EventGuard is capable of preserving the confidentiality
and integrity of all messages irrespective of the number
of malicious nodes in the system.

Flooding-based DoS Attack. Figure 6 shows the frac-
tion of network bandwidth expended on flooded messages
as the fraction of malicious nodes (p) varies with NS=8K
subscribers. We assume that every malicious node per-
forms a publication flooding-based DoS attack at the rate
of 100 messages per unit time. We assume that each pub-
lisher publishes at the rate of 25 publications per unit
time. We considered two cases: Case one wherein the
malicious nodes are uniformly distributed throughout the
pub-sub network (EventGuard-sparse in Figure 6); and
Case two wherein malicious nodes form k clusters in the
pub-sub network (EventGuard-cluster-k in Figure 6). When
malicious nodes are clustered together on the pub-sub
network, we found that the loss in throughput for Event-
Guard is relatively much smaller. This is because Event-
Guard ensures that no flooding attack propagates beyond
one non-malicious pub-sub node. Hence, clustered mali-
cious nodes cannot significantly affect other non-malicious
nodes in the system (see Figure 3).

Load. Figure 7 shows the relative computational load
on the MS, the publisher, the subscribers and a pub-sub
nodes as we vary the rate of subscriptions, unsubscrip-
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MS (ms) publisher (ms) subscriber (ms) node (ms)
subscribe 1.44 + 0.00117 ∗ |w| - 1.7 1.7

unsubscribe 3.14 - 1.7 1.7
publish - 1.4 + (|pbl| + 16m) ∗ 0.0001 1.7 + (|pbl| + 16) ∗ 0.0001 1.7

advertise 1.4 + 0.00117 ∗ |w| 1.7 - 1.7
unadvertise 3.14 1.7 - 1.7

Table 2: Computation Overheads for EventGuard Operations: w is some topic, pbl is a publication, and m denotes the number
of topics marked on message pbl

subscription (Bytes) unsubscription (Bytes) publication (Bytes) advertisement (Bytes) unadvertisement (Bytes)
128 128 128 + 16m 128 128

Table 3: Message Size Overhead due to EventGuard including only those messages sent on the pub-sub network: m denotes the
number of topics marked on the publication

tions and publications keeping the aggregate rate a con-
stant (we do not consider advertisement and unadvertise-
ment costs in this experiment). The computation load for
basic operations were obtained from Table 2. We set the
subscription rate to be equal to unsubscription rate so as
to ensure that the average number of active subscriptions
in the system is almost a constant. Note that only the
control operations on subscriptions and unsubscriptions
involves the MS. Hence, if a pub-sub network is largely
dominated by publications (which is true in most cases)
then the relative load on the MS would be very small. If
the load on a MS is not acceptable, EventGuard mecha-
nisms easily permits one to add additional meta-services.
The fact that the meta-services do not have to interact
with one another (they share the private key rk(MS))
makes it possible for one to build an efficient load bal-
ancing system to handle the MS load and vary the num-
ber of active meta-services on-demand.

Observe that the load on a node remains almost a con-
stant as it depends only on the aggregate rate of subscrip-
tions, unsubscriptions and publications. On the other hand,
the relative load on a publisher decreases as the publi-
cation rate decreases; this is because a publisher is not
involved in subscribe and unsubscribe operations. Sub-
scriber load is typically much smaller than the average
node load because the number of publications delivered
to a subscriber is very small when compared to the total
number of publications sent on the pub-sub network. Re-
call that only those publications that match a subscriber’s
subscriptions are delivered to the subscriber.

Selective and Random Dropping Attack. We now re-
port the experimental results on the effectiveness of using
an r−resilient pub-sub network against message drop-
ping attacks. Our first experiment measures communica-
tion cost versus a (for an a−ary tree network). The sec-
ond and third experiments measure the network resilience
as a function of p (the fraction of malicious nodes in the

network).
Figure 8 shows communication cost for publishing an

event under topic w versus N(w) for different values of
a with ind = 1, where N(w) denotes the number of sub-
scribers for topic w. Note that a resilient network con-
structed by modifying an a−ary tree increases the com-
munication cost by a factor ind (for some 1 < ind ≤ a).
Hence, the communication cost for an a−ary ind inde-
pendent path network can be directly derived from Fig-
ure 8. Observe that the communication cost decreases as
a increases. Also note that a = NS (NS denotes the
total number of subscribers) minimizes the communica-
tion cost but imposes heavy load on the publisher and the
pub-sub nodes (load is proportional to a).

Figure 9 and 10 shows the resilience of the pub-sub
network versus p (fraction of malicious nodes) for differ-
ent values of a and ind respectively. Resilience is mea-
sured in terms of the ratio of the number of subscribers
that receive an event on topic w to N(w), averaged over
all topics. Observe from Figure 9 that one can improve
resilience by increasing a at the cost of publisher and
node load. This is equivalent to decreasing the network’s
height h thereby, making the network shallow and broad.
Figure 10 shows that one can improve resilience by in-
creasing ind at the cost of the overall communication
cost. A careful selection of parameters ind and a is re-
quired to strike a balance between resilience, communi-
cation cost and publisher/node load.

6.2.2 Implementation based Experiments

In this section, we present performance measurements
from our prototype implementation of EventGuard on Siena
pub-sub core. First, we present measurements on the loss
in throughput and the increase in latency in publications
due to EventGuard. Second, we measure the effective-
ness of EventGuard against flooding based DoS attacks.

Experimental Setup. Our implementation of EventGuard
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MS (Bytes) publisher (Bytes) subscriber (Bytes) node (Bytes)
64 180 per adv + HTsize 180 per sub + HTsize HTsize

Table 4: EventGuard Storage Overhead: HTsize denotes the total size of the hashtable maintained for detecting flooding based
DoS attacks (HTsize is at most a few tens of KBs)
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is built on top of Siena pub-sub core. We ran this imple-
mentation of EventGuard on eight machines each with
8-processor (total of 64 processors) (550 MHz Intel Pen-
tium III Xeon processors running RedHat Linux 9.0) con-
nected via a high speed LAN. We instrumented the pub-
sub core to simulate the wide-area network delays ob-
tained from the GT-ITM topology generator.

The pub-sub network consisted for one publisher, 32
subscribers, and one MS, with the publisher as the root
of the tree and the subscribers as leaves. We constructed
complete binary tree topology using different number of
nodes (0, 2, 6, 14, 30) and linked these nodes using open
TCP connections to form the pub-sub network. The sub-
scribers were uniformly distributed among all the leaf
nodes. Each entity (publisher, subscriber, node, and MS)
was run on a separate processor.

Throughput. We measured the throughput in terms of
the maximum number of publications per second that can
be handled by the pub-sub system with and without Event-
Guard. We measured the maximum throughput as fol-
lows. We engineered the publisher to generate publica-
tions at the rate of q publications per unit time. In each
run of this experiment, the rate q was fixed. We moni-
tored the number of outstanding publications required to
be processed at every node. If at any node the number of
outstanding publications monotonically increased for five
consecutive observations, then we conclude that the node
is saturated and the experiment aborted. We iteratively
vary q across different experimental runs to identify the
minimum value qmin = throughput such that some node
in the pub-sub network is saturated.

Figure 11 shows the maximum throughput versus the
number of nodes in the pub-sub network for EventGuard
and basic Siena. The increase in throughput with the
number of nodes shows the scalability of EventGuard.

Note that as the number of nodes increases, the num-
ber of subscribers connected to one leaf node decreases,
thereby increasing the effective throughput. However, as
the number of nodes becomes increasingly larger than
the number of subscribers the throughput does not in-
crease any further, since this simply results in underuti-
lized nodes.

The primary overhead for EventGuard arises due to the
verification of ElGamal signatures which is an expensive
operation (1.7ms). We also measured the overhead in the
absence of this signature verification at every node in the
pub-sub network (EventGuard-nosig in Figure 11). We
found that the overhead was lesser than 5%. We are cur-
rently exploring faster signature algorithms to replace El-
Gamal.

Latency. We measured latency in terms of the amount
of time it takes from the time instant a publication is sent
by a publisher till the time it is available to the subscriber
(in plain-text). The latency was measured keeping the
throughput at its highest (see Figure 11). Figure 12 shows
latency versus the number of nodes for EventGuard and
basic Siena.

Observe that the latency first decreases and then in-
creases. Initially, as the number of nodes increases, the
number of subscribers assigned to each leaf node decreases,
and so does the latency. However, as the number of nodes
increases further, the height of the dissemination tree also
increases. An increase in height by one incurs an addi-
tional latency of 70ms (network latency), thereby increas-
ing the overall latency. While the throughput always im-
proves (until it saturates) with the number of nodes, the
latency will first improve and then deteriorate. Thus, a
careful choice of the number of pub-sub nodes is required
in order to achieve high throughput with acceptable laten-
cies.
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Figure 10: Resilience Vs ind with a = 6
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Figure 13: Resilience to Flooding-based
DoS Attacks

Observe from Figure 12 that the increase in latency
due to EventGuard is very small. This is because the
wide-area network latencies are of the order of 70ms;
while the overhead added at every node by EventGuard
is about 1-2ms. In fact, the maximum increase in latency
due to EventGuard is lesser than 4%.

Flooding-based DoS Attacks. We measured the effect
of flooding-based DoS attacks on the throughput of the
pub-sub network. We picked one of the leaf nodes to
flood the pub-sub network. We vary fl, the rate that
which the malicious node floods messages on the pub-sub
network. Figure 13 shows the throughput as fl increases
both in the presence and the absence of routing guard.

Observe from Figure 13 that in the absence of rout-
ing guards the throughput deteriorates drastically with the
injection of flooding-based DoS attack. In comparison
EventGuard shows a much graceful drop in throughput
as the flooding rate fl increases. Note that although our
guard against flooding-based DoS attacks involves an ex-
pensive ElGamal signature check (1.7ms), it restricts the
DoS attack into a small neighborhood surrounding the
malicious node (see Figure 3).

7 Related Work
Several pub-sub systems [5, 3, 7] have been developed to
provide highly scalable and flexible messaging support
for distributed systems. Siena [5] and Gryphon [3] are

large pub-sub system capable of content-aware routing.
Scribe [7] is an anonymous P2P pub-sub system. Most
work on pub-sub systems have focused on performance,
scalability and availability. Unfortunately, very little ef-
fort has been expended on studying the security aspects
of these systems.

Significant amount of work has been done in the field
of secure group communication on multicast networks
(survey [16]). Such systems can leverage secure group-
based multicast techniques and group key management
techniques to provide forward and backward security, scal-
ability and performance. The key problem in such sys-
tems arise due to the fact that IP multicast does not pro-
vide any mechanisms for preventing non-group members
to have access to group communication. A significant
restriction with secure group communication is that the
group membership is not as flexible as the subscription
model used in pub-sub systems. In contrast, EventGuard
permits flexible membership at the granularity of sub-
scriptions. Also, EventGuard uses an overlay network
and does not rely on IP multicast technology primarily
because the IP multicast protocol has not yet been de-
ployed at an Internet scale.

Wang et al. [23] analyze the security issues and re-
quirements in a content-based pub-sub system. Their pa-
per identifies that the general security needs of a pub-sub
application includes confidentiality, integrity and avail-
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ability. More specifically they identify authentication of
publications, integrity of publications, subscription in-
tegrity and service integrity as the key issues. The pa-
per presents a detailed description of these problems in
the context of a content-based pub-sub system, but fails
to offer any concrete solutions. They identify that main-
taining confidentiality against the pub-sub network nodes
fundamentally conflicts with the pub-sub model as the
pub-sub network routes information based on dynamic
evaluations of publications against subscriptions. Event-
Guard shows that in most cases, one can achieve content-
based routing while still maintaining confidentiality.

Opyrchal and Prakash [14] analyze secure distribution
of events in a content-based pub-sub network from a group
key management standpoint. They show that previous
techniques for dynamic group key management fail in a
pub-sub scenario since every event can potentially have
a different set of interested subscribers. They use a key
caching based technique that relies on subscription popu-
larity to reduce the number of encryptions and to increase
message throughput. However, their approach requires
that the pub-sub network nodes (brokers) are completely
trustworthy. EventGuard aims to providing security to the
subscribers while maintaining confidentiality even from
the pub-sub network nodes.

8 Conclusion
We have presented EventGuard, a security framework
for protecting pub-sub overlay services from various at-
tacks such as authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, and
resilience to DoS attacks. We have described the two
main components of EventGuard: (1) a suite of security
guards that can be seamlessly plugged-into a wide-area
content-based pub-sub system and (2) a resilient pub-sub
network design that is capable of secure and yet scalable
message routing, countering message dropping-based DoS
attacks. EventGuard presents a unified security frame-
work that meets both the security goal of safeguarding
the pub-sub overlay services from various attacks, and
the performance goal of maintaining the system’s overall
simplicity, scalability and performance. We have demon-
strated that EventGuard is easily stackable on any content-
based pub-sub core by presenting a prototype implemen-
tation of EventGuard on top of Siena [5]. Our experimen-
tal evaluations show that EventGuard can secure a pub-
sub overlay service with minimal performance penalty.
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Appendix A: Communication Cost

Let NS denote the number of subscribers in the system
and N(w) denote the number of subscribers who have
subscribed to topic w. In a a−ary tree network, we as-
sume that each publisher corresponds to one a−ary tree
and a publisher is the root of the tree, the subscribers
who have matching subscriptions are the leaves of the
tree and the pub-sub nodes are intermediate elements of
the tree. The height h of the tree is given by dloga NSe.
Let M tree(w) denote the communication cost (in terms
of the number of messages) of propagating a publication
on topic w from the publisher to the subscribers. Since
the cost of sending the publication to any individual sub-
scriber is lesser than or equal to h, we obtain the follow-
ing constraint:

M tree(w) ≤ hN(w) (1)

Also, the publication message is never required to tra-
verse any link of the tree more than once. Hence,

M tree(w) ≤ Σh
i=1a

i =
a

a − 1
(NS − 1) (2)

Combining the two constraints 1 and 2, we have:

M tree(w) ≤ min(hN(w),
a

a − 1
(NS − 1)) (3)

Observe that the maximum communication cost for an
a−ary tree occurs when N(w) = NS and M tree

max(w) =
a

a−1(NS − 1). M tree
max(w) is minimum when a = NS,

that is, the publisher is directly connected to all the sub-
scribers. In general, as the parameter a increases the ex-
pected communication cost decreases.

The BFT propagation algorithm assumes that the num-
ber of malicious nodes (m) is known. A non-malicious
node accepts an event e as an authentic event if and only
if it receives m + 1 identical copies of e from distinct
m + 1 nodes. In a BFT propagation scheme, irrespective
of the network topology (grid, tree) used for propagation
each subscriber has to minimally receive m + 1 identical
publication messages. Hence the communication cost,
denoted by M bft(w), satisfies the following condition:
M bft(w) ≥ (m + 1)N(w). Assuming that NS = 1000
and about 10% of the nodes are malicious, m = 100,
we have M tree(w) ≤ min(5N(w), 1332) (assuming a
4−ary tree: a = 4 and h = log4 1000 ≈ 5 and a

a−1NS

= 1332) and M bft(w) ≥ 101N(w). This implies that the
communication cost in any BFT dissemination algorithm
would be at least 20 times (≈ 101N(w)

5N(w) ) the a−ary tree
based algorithm.

Appendix B: Independent Paths

Theorem 8.1 Let Q = 〈P , n1, n2, · · · , nd, S〉 denote
a path from the publisher P to some subscriber S in the
original tree based network. Then, Q1 = Q and Q2 = 〈P ,
sibling(n1), sibling(n2), · · · , sibling(nd), S〉 are two
independent paths from P to S in the resilient network.

Proof First, we show that the path Q2 exists (path Q1

= Q exists trivially). We show that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ d,
there exists an edge from sibling(ni) to sibling(ni+1).
From path Q1 we know that ni is the parent of node
ni+1. Hence, ni is the parent of node sibling(ni+1).
By the construction of our resilient network, we add an
edge from any node n to sibling(parent(n)). Hence,
sibling(ni+1) is connected to sibling(ni) (since, ni =
parent(sibling(ni+1))).

Second, we show that {n1, n2, · · · , nd} ∩ {sibling(n1),
sibling(n2), · · · , sibling(nd)} = ∅. First, for any 1 ≤
i ≤ d, ni 6= sibling(ni). Second, for any two nodes ni

and nj 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d such that i 6= j, ni 6= nj since the
node ni is at depth i from the root, while nj is at depth
j from the root (i 6= j). Hence, the paths Q1 and Q2 are
independent.
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